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Welcome to the 2014 edition of Iris: 
the Journal of  the Classical Association 
of  Victoria. It has been a year of 

significant change for Classics in Victoria, 
with some departures from the Council of the 
Classical Association and the development of 
a new VCE curriculum in our discipline. We 
rather sadly note the departure of our Honorary 
President, Dr Jenny Webb, from both the 
Presidency and the Council of the CAV. Jenny 
has carried out the role for 7 years with great 
aplomb, but is standing down as she spends 
more time in Cyprus, working on her research 
in Bronze Age archaeology. However, I am 
sure that we will continue to see her at CAV 
events in Melbourne when she is on this side 
of the world. I am very grateful to Jenny for 
encouraging me to take on the editorship of Iris 
and subsequently giving substantial support to 
the recent changes we have made to the journal.

Luckily, we are able to welcome a new Honorary 
President: K.O. Chong-Gossard, long familiar 
to us as the Secretary of the CAV, has agreed 
to take on the role of Honorary President, and 
(for the moment at least) remains as Secretary 
too. Jenny’s retirement from the Council, as 
well as that of Louise Hitchcock, has allowed us 
to welcome two new Council members: Sarah 
Durham of Melbourne Grammar School and 
Hyun Jin Kim of the University of Melbourne.

This year has also seen the development of a 
new Ancient History curriculum for year 11 and 
12 students in Victoria—an exciting new study 
which the VCAA and a group of experts (many 
of them CAV members) created in 2014. Nick 
Vlahogiannis’ article gives a good introduction 
to the course, laying out the societies, eras and 
themes it covers, as well as the historical theory 
which underpins it. We shall be publishing 
more material in this area as schools begin to 
adopt the new curriculum.

Iris will again be launched at the Classical 
Association of Victoria Teachers’ Wing 
In-Service Day, where one of the articles 
reproduced here is to be presented as a lecture 
(Kate McLardy on Aeneid 6) and another was 
presented at the 2014 In-Service Day (Sarah 
Midford on Triumphal Arches). Both articles 

relate to current VCE studies in Latin and 
Classical Studies. The ‘feature article’ in this 
edition comes again from a well-known writer, 
Lindsey Davis, the novelist whose detective, 
Marcus Didius Falco, operates in the Flavian 
period. Anyone interested in either her writing 
or the place of Pompeii in ancient culture will 
find much to enjoy there. Many thanks to our 
Associate Editor, Wendy Brooke, for acquiring 
this lecture for publication. Our other offerings 
in this edition focus on a couple of key areas: 
the use of museum and gallery spaces for 
teaching ancient culture (Annelies Van de 
Ven and Andrew Jamieson on Between Artefact 
and Text, Mark Andrews on Gods and Monsters) 
and ways of learning Latin (Lindsay Zoch, 
Jack Solomon and Mark Andrews’ second 
article). Jack’s article is the first which we have 
published by a high school student, part of our 
ongoing project to foster discussions of how 
modern technological developments can help 
us to engage with the Classical word. We hope 
that they will all will be useful to teachers and 
interesting to lovers of Classics.

As always, I am very thankful to my Associate 
Editors, the indefatigable Wendy Brooke and 
Felicity Albrecht; Chris Hale rescued us with his 
timely hard work on the typesetting and layout. 
Many thanks to them and to the contributors 
to Iris 27.

Rhiannon Evans,
La Trobe University

Note: Look out for a second edition of 
Iris later this year,  as Roger Scott has 
provided us with an edited text of the 
late Ken McKay’s papers. We shall 
be publishing this as the ‘missing’ 
Volume 25, and as a celebration of 
the 100th anniversary of the CAV.

From the Editor




